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Abstract
Modern soft X-ray observatories can yield unique insights into time domain astrophysics, and a huge amount
of information is stored - and largely unexploited - in data archives. Like a treasure-hunt, the EXTraS
project harvested the hitherto unexplored temporal domain information buried in the serendipitous data
collected by the European Photon Imaging Camera instrument onboard the ESA XMM-Newton, in 16 years
of observations. All results have been released to the scientific community, together with new software
analysis tools. This paper presents the architecture of the EXTraS science gateway, that has the goal to
provide the software to the scientific community through a Web based portal using the EGI Federated Cloud
infrastructure. The main focus is on the light software architecture of the portal and on the technological
insights for an effective use of the EGI ecosystem.
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1. Introduction
Almost all astrophysical objects, from stars in
the surroundings of the solar system, to supermassive black holes in the nuclei of very distant galaxies, display a distinctive variability as a function
of time, their flux and spectral shape changing on
a range of time scales. This is especially true in
the high-energy range of the electromagnetic spectrum. The X-ray and gamma-ray sky is extremely
dynamic and new classes of objects, some of them
completely unexpected, have been discovered in the
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last decades thanks to their peculiar variability. Most
of the variable phenomena have been discovered with
large field-of-view instruments operating at hard Xray/gamma-ray energies, which, constantly observing
large portions of the sky, can also detect relatively
rare events.
At soft X-rays ( 0.1-10 keV), wide field instruments
are much less sensitive than narrow field telescopes
with focusing optics. In particular, the European
Photon Imaging Camera (EPIC, [1, 2]) instrument
onboard the European Space Agency mission XMMNewton is the most powerful tool to study the variability of faint X-ray sources, thanks to its unprecedented combination of large effective area, good angular, spectral and temporal resolution, and pretty
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large field of view.
Seventeen years after its launch, EPIC is still fully
operational and its immensely rich archive of data,
the XMM-Newton Science Archive (XSA), keeps
growing. Large efforts are ongoing, to explore the
serendipitous content in XMM data. Indeed, the catalog of serendipitous sources extracted from EPIC
observations, dubbed 3XMM, is the largest and most
sensitive compilation of X-ray sources ever produced,
listing more than 500,000 detections over about 800
square degrees of the sky [3]. Further 20,000 sources
have been identified in the so-called XMM Slew Survey (XSS) [4], using data collected while the telescope
is moving from one target to the next one. These
data present a shallower sensitivity, but they cover
more than 70% of the sky. Time-domain information
on such a large sample of sources remains, however,
largely unexplored
The EU-funded FP7 Exploring the X-ray Transient
and variable Sky1 (EXTraS) project [5] investigated
and extracted the serendipitous content of the EPIC
database in the time domain. In particular EXTraS
extended 3XMM by designing and implementing four
main lines of analysis: i) a systematic study of aperiodic, short-term variability of 3XMM sources on all
possible time scales (from the duration of an observation to the instrument time resolution, typically 73
ms and 2.6 sec.); ii) a systematic search for short,
weak transient sources that are above the detection
threshold just for a small interval of time; iii) a systematic study of long-term variability (i.e. variability
between different observations), thanks to the large
number of overlapping observations performed in 16
years; iv) a systematic search for periodicities.
As the most sensitive search for variability ever
performed, EXTraS raises new questions in highenergy astrophysics [6] and may serve as a pathfinder
for future missions. Therefore EXTraS results, together with new software tools related to the four
lines of analysis, has been released to the whole community. The software is of particular importance for
enhancing the potential of discovery of the XMMNewton mission [7], especially because it is still on-

going and fully operational and therefore it collects
new data each day.
In this paper we present the architecture of the science gateway developed in the project, named EXTraS portal2 , that presently allows the analysis for
transient X-ray sources. The portal is the result of
the joint effort of the two communities of the project,
astrophysics and ICT, and the main contribution is
represented by the description of the microservicebased approach we are following, that is based on
a previous experience in deploying a science gateway for the Hydrometeorological scientific community, named DRIHM portal [8, 9].
The first release of the EXTraS portal has been presented in [10], while in this paper we describe an improved version, based on the re-design of many components, that relies on the EGI Federated Cloud [11]
for executing analysis tasks.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related works, Section 3 presents the EXTraS
Portal architecture while 4 presents the EGI computational infrastructure. Section 5 describes the service for the analysis of transient X-ray sources, while
Section 6 concludes.

2. Related Works
The common strategies for providing software tools
to the scientific community are the following. The
first, basic solution is to make available an installer
or an archive containing all the files required to compile and run the analysis tool. This approach has
been adopted for some important tools of the Astrophysics community as the Science Analysis System3
(SAS), a collection of scripts and libraries specifically
designed for the XMM-Newton observations. A second solution is to provide the software by exporting
the corresponding workflows, that can be thus executed using a Workflow Management System. Also
this solution has been adopted by the Astrophysics
2 http://portal.extras-fp7.eu
3 http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/sasdownload

1 http://www.extras-fp7.eu
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community [12, 13]. The third solution is to provide a virtual machine with all the software installed
on it. This solution is probably the most effective
for non-expert astronomers, who wants to run a few
experiments, and for dissemination purposes, for example for educational programs or citizen scientists.
It is worth noting that the SAS are available also as
a Linux virtual machine. The fourth solution is to
provide the software as a set of services through a
Web portal designed following the science gateway
paradigm [14].
We adopted this strategy because science gateways
are gaining an increasing interest in many communities [15], as the astrophysics one [16, 17, 18]. Science
gateways can be defined as a set of software, data
collections, instrumentations and computational capabilities that are integrated via a Web portal (or
a desktop application) in a user friendly and effective environment supporting the scientific research
and education activities of a specific community. In
general, each community presents different requirements, due to the software and/or data it shares and
the goals it aims to achieve, but normally there is
the need to setup services for user management, the
deployment of user interfaces (UI) for experiment definition and configuration, with workflow engine and
job submission services for orchestrating the experiments execution.
Some of these items can be addressed by generalpurpose, ready-to-use solutions (e.g Grid certificates,
workflow management systems), some others instead
rely on ad-hoc solutions (i.e. the UI) that can be developed using general-purpose technologies. In general, science gateway toolkits as gUSE [19], Apache
Airavata [20], Agave [21] and HUBzero [22] are powerful solutions that allow non-ICT users to quickly deploy Web portals by providing a set of enabling technologies, front-end and back-end gateway services.
For example gUSE allows submitting jobs through
the portlet technology on almost all the distributed
computing infrastructures in Europe and US. Airavata can be used as a middleware layer and it provides APIs to submit and monitor jobs from gateways
front-end written in several languages (e.g. Java,
PHP, Python and C++). Agave focuses on providing a “Science-as-a-Service” solution for hybrid cloud

computing, i.e. an enhancement of the “Platform-asa-Service” paradigm with computational, data, and
collaborative services as well. The defining characteristics of HUBzero are the delivery of visual simulation tools, that look like simple Java applets embedded within the browser, and the strong focus on
the collaborative aspects for research and educational
activities.
Besides these toolkits, another interesting solution
relies on Jupiter[23] and JupiterHub[24]. Jupiter is
an interactive computing environment based on the
concept of notebook, i.e. documents including text,
plots, equations, videos but also live code and interactive widgets. In particular the output generated by running code is embedded in the notebook,
which makes it a complete and self-contained record
of a computation. While a Jupiter notebook runs on
the workstation of a user, Jupyterhub represents a
multi-user centralized environment with many software tools pre-installed, allowing scientists to access
and share notebooks with a minimal effort.
However, none of these toolkits is able to provide
at a time an effective solution for a) the fast development and update of fully-featured user interface also
from non-IT experts; b) the exploitation of heterogeneous distributed computing infrastructures (DCI) ;
c) the result sharing. Many toolkits in fact provide
a native support for c) except gUSE, which however
is the best solution for b) because it supports most
of the DCI in Europe and in the US. As regards a),
this aspect is of particular importance in designing
and maintaining science gateways characterized by a
continuous improvement of the software used by the
community, as in our case.
Furthermore, most of these toolkits are based on
time-proved technologies. These reasons, together
the experience gained in refactoring the DRIHM portal [25], led us to investigate an alternative solution
based on the PortalTS Web Portal.
3. The EXTraS Portal Architecture
The EXTraS portal has been developed as a set of
modules of PortalTS, a modern Web Portal under development as an independent project at CNR-IMATI
3

Figure 1: The architecture of the EXTraS science gateway

for the refactoring of the DRIHM portal. The module is a Single Page Web Application leveraging on
other ready-to-use components and APIs exposed by
PortalTS to enable users management, security and
to persist users data. In order to simplify the access
to the FedCloud infrastructure, we also developed another component, that exposes a simple API to perform the submission and the monitoring of jobs in
the Cloud. This component has been developed as a
stand-alone Web Service, with its own database. For
this reason, it represents a microservice.

PortalTS
PortalTS4 is an original Web Portal developed in
Typescript using the NodeJS and Express frameworks. It is composed by reusable modules and implements standard features available for a Web site
(e.g. user management and registration) along with
other features (such as a simple API for data persistence) that enables fast development of custom modules.
A module is a component that implements and exposes a feature, but can also use features exposed
by other modules. It is a very general component
representing, for example, a set of web pages, a web
service, a web app (aka Single Page Application), a

The architecture of the EXTraS Portal and its
main components are shown in Figure 1.

4 https://portalts.it/
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set of static files like css files, images, or something
different. According to the NodeJS philosophy, each
module should be as simple as possible and implement a single functionality.
PortalTS loads modules on the bootstrap phase,
using a configuration file to ensure modules loading
order. Since PortalTS and any module are developed
in Typescript, module error loading caused by typos
and other typical Javascript errors (e.g. undefined
functions or undefined function arguments) is dramatically reduced, resulting in an improved software
reliability and stability.
The main, ready-to-use modules PortalTS includes
are the following:
The Database module defines and manages the
connection with the MongoDB database. Despite its
simplicity, this module is fundamental and it is used
by higher-level modules for the communication with
the database. MongoDB has been chosen because it
is extremely well integrated with NodeJS. Moreover,
there are some high level libraries, e.g. mongoose5 ,
that are stable and maintained, making them usable
in a production environment.
The User Management module defines an API for
a complete authentication system, including user registration, login, and administration pages. It implements also role and group concepts, at the basis of
the authorization mechanism for pages, modules and
other entities.
The Persistence API module defines the interface
to store, retrieve and manage heterogeneous data on
the MongoDB database. It exposes both a RESTful
and an internal API, that can be directly used by
other modules, as the CMS described below. The
RESTful API is very important since it allows to
store data directly from a web app, that can be built
upon this modules. One example is exactly represented by the EXTraS-specific modules described below. The Persistence API defines entities and collections. A collection is a set of entities, while an
entity represents possibly heterogeneous data stored
with some additional metadata, like creation, update
time, the owner and authorized users. An entity can

belong to only one collection.
The Persistence API relies on the User Management Module to ensure security and user authentication on the data. By default, an entity is only
accessible by the owner, but its read and write access
policy can be changed, using a group-based policy.
The Persistence API Module is fundamental since it
allows to store and retrieve persistence data without
any effort, enabling a ready-to-use persistence layer.
Moreover, this layer is integrated with an AngularJS
library that implements all the methods necessary to
give a quicker and simpler access to the persistent
data.
The Content Management System (CMS) module
defines some web pages for user login and registration, and it allows the creation of user-defined web
pages and menus. Each web page or menu element
can be publicly available or accessible by a particular
group, since the CMS module uses the Persistence
API module. Images and files can be managed using the Repository module, and then exploited by the
web pages.There are also some further basic modules,
like the Theme module, that defines the web pages
header and the footer to define a standard look and
feel of a portal instance, and the Logging module for
storing the requests received by all the modules, together with possible errors and exceptions.
The EXTraS Portal Modules
The Jobs Management module represents the
Home page of the EXTraS portal, and is shown in
Figure 2. It provides users with the possibility to
create, submit and manage the different analysis experiments based on the software developed within the
EXTraS project. In particular it presents all the submitted or configured analyses, providing the possibility to create a new analysis starting from an existing
configuration or share results with other users.
This module is based on AngularJS and it is a complete web app, without any server side code. It uses
the Persistence API to store and retrieve experiments
data, and it activates the other portal modules corresponding to the different operations available. With
respect to the previous version of the portal in fact,
the Jobs Management module has been redesigned
to cooperate with other two modules, the Workflow

5 http://mongoosejs.com/
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Configuration module and the FedCloud Submission
Handler module.
The Workflow Configuration module is responsible to interact with the user for the creation and
configuration of experiments based on the EXTraS
software. In the portal every analysis corresponds to
a single application, therefore there is no need to explicitly create and manage workflows. For this reason
a user interacts directly with an analysis-specific UI,
as shown in Figure 3 for the Transient Analysis. Its
main aim is to collect the parameters value and to
create a namelist, that will be provided to the FedCloud Submission Handler for the actual execution
of the job. A key aspect is represented by the fact
that all the UI are defined as JSON files (a small
example corresponding to the Transient Analysis UI
is shown in Figure 4) stored in the portal repository
and accessed via the Persistence API. The UI corresponding to the requested analysis is therefore dynamically created at runtime, therefore without the
need to write any line of code and with the major
advantage that each update to the parameter list is
completely transparent to this module.
The FedCloud Submission Handler module manages submission of jobs by interacting with a dedicated microservice, described in the following Section, and provides a full view of the job status, results and logs. In particular the actual submission requires the user specifies as input for the analysis one
or more observation identifiers (OBSID) among those
contained in the XSA, as shown in Figure 5. Each
of them corresponds to a job, therefore an analysis
configuration can result in multiple jobs executed at
a time. During the execution the user can monitor
the status of the job by means of the real-time log information the software tool provides.When a job terminates, the FedCloud Submission Handler provides
the possibility to retrieve results and also log informations, as shown in Figure 6. All the information
related to a job (e.g. the configuration parameters,
the logs, the results, the ownership/sharing information and possible comments) are stored on the portal
database via the Persistence API until it is deleted
by the user who owns it. It is to note that the FedCloud Submission Handler module can be called also
by external systems via an API. In perspective the

EXTraS portal will provide the analysis software as
services.
The EXTraS portal provides two further key features: the ability to share an analysis (i.e. the
namelist and possibly the results) and the support
for the interaction and discussion (in terms of comments) among the scientists sharing it. Sharing a job
means not only that the experiment results are visible to other users, but also the configuration is shared
and can be used as a starting point for re-submitting
the experiment on a new set of data. Thus, a job execution can be replicated by other users that can, for
example, validate the experiment results or explore
the behavior by changing one or a few parameter values.
Json-GUI
Json-GUI6 is a front-end library, developed as a
set of reusable AngularJS directive, that allows the
dynamic generation of full-featured form-based web
interfaces including validation and constraints. It
can considered a companion tool with respect to
PortalTS, but it can be exploited in any AngularJS/Javascript web application.
The defining characteristic of this library is that
it simplifies and automatizes the design and the implementation of a standard Web interface, reducing
the development time. Starting from a formal JSON
configuration describing a list of inputs, this module
is able to build a form frame interface, with standard
type but also personalized validation and constraints.
In details the library provides 7 basic parameter types: integer, float, datetime, text, select, georeferenced domains and a generic fileupload. For
each parameter, the module allows to define different constraints with different error messages, where
each constraint can be constituted by one or more
conditions. In such a way it is possible to explicitly
support all the HTML 5 input types.
Moreover, within each condition, the user can
compare the value of the parameter with the value
of another one, and/or with a static value. Figure 4
shows how it is possible to define an interface starting
6 https://github.com/portalTS/json-gui
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Figure 2: The Jobs Management module interface.

from a definition of the mandatory selection parameter T IM E IN T ERV AL SELECT ION . We also
assume the previous definition of a parameter named
T IM E IN T ERV AL SELECT ION BAY ESIAN .
The former value depends on the latter one because
the “dependencies” property defines a relation
between them, and a set of conditions with the
“isValid” property that have to be verified. If this
condition is not verified, the interface raises an error
message.

the need to address some specific requirements. In
particular, the way the module is built lets any nonIT scientist to easily design an advanced configuration interface, freeing the IT developer from editing
the source code any time a scientist decides to update
the parameter list or any other interface element. In
fact, Json-GUI comes with some high-level features
well suited for the scientific context, that gives scientists the possibility to easily define high level validation and constraints between configuration parameJson-GUI is of particular importance when devel- ters.
opers have to deploy in the science gateways software
modules subject to frequent updates. As stated be- 4. The EGI Computational Infrastructure
fore, each UI in fact is dynamically built by the Workflow Configuration module starting from the JSON
The EXTraS Science Gateway relies on the EGI
file corresponding to the kind of analysis a user wants Cloud Compute service to provide scientists with the
to perform. This means that there is not the need to possibility to run the EXTraS analysis tools on all
write any line of code, giving however the possibility the observation data available through the XMMto specify personalized behavior and accepted value Newton Science Archive (XSA). To allow users from
for each parameter. The ability to modify the in- the Astrophysics community to analyse their own
terface simply changing a configuration file allows a data using EXTraS pipelines and guaranteed a refaster development cycle.
liable services to end-users, the project has signed an
The choice of building such a module from scratch, agreement (SLA) with three cloud providers of the
against using already existing ones, is derived from EGI Federation and created the extras-fp7.eu VO. In
7

Figure 3: The Transient Analysis UI shown by the Workflow configuration module.

details, the INFN-CATANIA-STACK resource center provides 10 Virtual CPU cores, 40 GB of memory and a scratch storage of 0.6 TB; the RECASBARI resource center provides 10 Virtual CPU cores,
40 GB of memory and a scratch storage of 1 TB;
the CYFRONET-CLOUD resource center provides
40 Virtual CPU cores, 160 GB of memory and a
scratch storage of 100 GB. Presently, we are able to
run up to 30 analysis at a time [26] by exploiting a
IaaS infrastructure.

aged by a microservice developed as part of the EXTraS portal.
AppDB
The EGI Applications Database is a central marketplace containing computing tools ready to be used
on top of the EGI Grid and/or Cloud Infrastructure.
In particular the tools can be represented by applications, for which is provided a description and information of the virtual organizations (VO) that can
exploit them on a set of computational resources, and
virtual appliance, i.e. pre-configured virtual machine
images that can be instantiated again by members of
one or more VO and using the Cloud infrastructure
of the providers supporting the VOs.
In the first release of the EXTraS portal we adopted
the approach of preparing a dedicated virtual appliance for each analysis tool. However we had to mod-

The resulting computational infrastructure is depicted in the left side of Figure 1 and it is composed
by four components, the EGI Applications Database
(AppDB), the E-Token Server, the CERN Virtual
Machine File System infrastructure (CVMFS) and
the cloud providers of the EGI Federation (FedCloud)
that actually support the execution of the EXTraS
analysis tools. The usage of the components is man8

Figure 4: An example of parameter and consistency check definition with Json-GUI.

ify it on the basis of the characteristics of the EXTraS software tools. They rely in fact on the Science
Analysis System7 (SAS), a collection of software to
analyze the data collected by the XMM-Newton observatory, and HEAsoft8 , a collection of software to
manipulate FITS Files and to analyze data for highenergy astronomy. Both these packages are rather
complex to install and setup and, more importantly,
require about 9 GB of disk space, including calibration files required by SAS. Considering that every
change in the EXTraS software requires to re-upload
the entire virtual appliance on the AppDB and that
most of the Cloud providers do not allow virtual appliance with a disk larger than 10 GB, we decided to
move all the EXTraS-specific software and packages
on CVMFS.

at runtime by using specific contextualization scripts
by the microservice described below. In particular
the virtual machine instance installs at runtime some
general-purpose packages for SAS and Heasoft, some
Python-based packages for astrophysics, and mount
the CVMFS directory containing the EXTraS software. Moreover, considering also I/O and temporary
data for the analysis can be of several GB, the virtual machine uses also a block storage device, that
is dynamically created and mounted at runtime by
the microservice using the Open Cloud Computing
Interface (OCCI).

E-Token Server
During the aforementioned DRIHM project we realized that it is unfeasible to require all the users of
a science gateway to get a digital certificate issued
Therefore we use a general-purpose virtual appli- by a recognized Certification Authority (CA). EGI
ance running Ubuntu, which is started and configured in fact relies on a single sign-on mechanism to access
the federated services based on X.509 certificates and
VO membership. The solution we adopted there and
7 https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/what-isin the EXTraS portal relies on the use of robot cersas
8 https://heasarc.nasa.gov/lheasoft/
tificates and e-Token servers [27].
9

Figure 5: The portal allows to query the XSA for validating the inserted OBSID.

Robot certificates have been introduced by the
Inter-operable Global Trust Federation (IGTF) in
2010. The formal definition is the following: “Robots,
also known as automated clients, are entities that
perform automated tasks without human intervention. Production ICT environments typically support
repetitive, ongoing processes - either internal system
processes or processes relating to the applications being run (e.g. by a site or by a portal system). These
procedures and repetitive processes are typically automated, and generally run using an identity with the
necessary privileges to perform their tasks” [28].
In practice, they were introduced to allow users,
who cannot get or are not familiar with personal digital certificates, to exploit any distributed infrastructure relying on them in their research activities. The
robot certificate is usually associated with a specific
application (or function) that the application devel-

oper/provider wants to share with all the VO [29].
This is exactly the scenario arisen in the EXTraS activities, because portal users are provided with the
possibility to run only pre-defined software tools.
Robot certificates are used, together with one or
more MyProxy servers, to generate short lived certificates called proxy certificates. These proxy certificates are then actually used to perform the execution of the software on the resources supporting the
VO. An evolution of this concept is represented by the
per-user sub-proxy (PUSP), that allows identification
of the individual users that operate using a common
robot certificate. This is achieved by creating a proxy
credential from the robot credential with the proxy
certificate containing user-identifying information in
its additional proxy CN field.
To be complaint with the EGI policies, the EXTraS
portal has been configured to send a PUSP gener-
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Figure 6: The left side of the image shows the interface provided by the FedCloud Submission Handler module during the
execution of the job, the right one when it finishes with a success.

ation request via its network API. In this request,
the portal specifies the ID its associate to the user,
which will be used by the e-Token server to generate
the short-term proxy certificate that can be used to
interact with the extras-fp7.eu VO resources.
CVMFS
The CERN Virtual Machine File System
(CernVM-FS or CVMFS) has been designed as
a scalable, reliable and low-maintenance software
distribution service with the aim to replace local
package managers and shared software areas on cluster file systems. Its original purpose was to support
the research activities in High Energy Physics at
CERN by deploying software through a a POSIX
read-only file system in user space [30]. With this

approach files are hosted on standard web servers
and mounted, uses outgoing HTTP connections only,
in the universal namespace /cvmfs. As stated in the
documentation, CVMFS focuses specifically on the
software use case by means of aggressive caching and
reduction of latency. Software in fact usually comprises many small files that are frequently opened
and read as a whole. Furthermore, the software use
case includes frequent look-ups for files in multiple
directories when search paths are examined. Data
and meta-data are therefore transferred on demand
and data integrity is verified by cryptographic
hashes.
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The FedCloud Microservice
A microservice is a self-contained reusable component that fulfills a specific task. They are loosely
coupled components that provide better scalability
with respect to other solutions [31]. For example, if
a single microservice of a portal is accessed by many
more users than the others, thus it needs to manage
many more connections and activities, it is possible
to instantiate it multiple times, performing load balancing without wasting resources, thus scaling at very
low granularity. On the contrary, with a traditional
single Web Service approach, the whole Web Service
requires to be instantiated multiple times, increasing
the consumption of partially exploited resources.
Furthermore it is possible to update, improve or
correct bugs of each microservice independently from
the others. This enables a faster development cycle
and simpler analysis, debug and deployment phases
for each microservice, improving the maintenance of
the whole system and enabling a fast prototyping on
new functionalities.
In the current EXTraS portal the scalability does
not represent a key issue, while the independent development cycle does. In particular we designed the
usage of microservices for specific computational infrastructure. Their duty in fact is to get the kind of
analysis and parameters the user requested, the (set
of ) OBSID, and to submit the execution on a specific
computational infrastructure.
Each microservice therefore expose two different
APIs. The first one is used by a corresponding submission handler, to submit and monitor the experiments. The other one supports the communication
with the computing resources used to run the experiments, in order to provide a nearly real-time feedback
log to the user and manage the job termination.
In the current production release of the EXTraS
portal we support only one computational infrastructure, therefore only one microservice has been deployed. It is responsible to run the job by a proper
contextualization of one (or more) instance of the virtual appliance on EGI FedCloud and destroy the virtual machine when the analysis has been executed
with success or an error occurs.
In detail, the FedCloud Submission Handler performs an AJAX call to the microservice providing

the user and job ID as stored in the portal repository. The microservice a) interacts with the Persistence API to retrieve the parameter list, the kind of
analysis to perform and, the list of OBSID to process; b) interacts with the E-Tokern server to get a
PUSP; c) selects (presently in a round-robin way) one
of the Federated Cloud site supporting the extrasfp7.eu VO; d) runs an instance of the virtual appliance providing a proper contextualization scripts via
a OCCI client9 ; e) receives updates and log informations by a process local to the virtual machine that
provides stdio and stderr in a progressive way via
POST requests; f) deletes the virtual machine when
the status update notifies the end of the analysis or
an error. Result retrieval is performed by the contextualization script via scp.

5. The Analysis of Highly Variable and Transient Sources
The analysis of highly variable and transient
sources aims at identifying burst-like variability during EPIC observations. It is based on standard source
detection algorithm, that are applied to time-resolved
images derived from the XMM-Newton observations.
Images are analyzed to identify new point sources
that might have brightened considering different energy bands. For each EPIC observation, a set of images can be obtained by dividing the observing time
into sub-exposures corresponding to different time intervals. The time intervals for sub-exposures can either have fixed duration or they can be defined with
a preliminary search for an excess of counts within
a small region of the detector in limited time periods. This step of the analysis is performed using a
Bayesian Blocks algorithm [32] on the events detected
in partially overlapping regions having a size comparable to the characteristic dimension of the telescope point spread function. The main parameters
for the transient analysis on one or more observations, named hereafter the experiment, are the choice
of instruments (i.e. among the three EPIC cameras),
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9 https://github.com/EGI-FCTF/rOCCI-cli

the energy bands, the list of observation identifier(s)
and the possible time intervals for source detection.
A full description of the software pipeline is presented in [33]. Different versions of the pipeline were
run several times on the full set of EPIC data analyzed to produce the 3XMM-DR5 catalogue and the
corresponding results were screened to extend this
catalogue with the addition of high confidence transient sources, in part using the science gateway. After a post-processing analysis a final list of 136 new
transients was obtained. Most of them (122) were
discovered thanks to the Bayesian Blocks algorithm.
By cross-matching the transient positions with stellar
catalogues and inspecting the corresponding optical
images, it becomes clear that most transients are very
likely stellar flares (including flares from young stellar
objects, as shown in [34]).

munity, represents the future direction. We are in
particular considering the possibility to provide a remote visualization service based on [37], for a better
exploitation of experiment results. This feature will
be of particular importance for outreach and students
involvement activities of the project and, in perspective, to provide the portal to the large community
of citizen scientists interested in the astrophysics research activities.
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